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Children's Book Reading Habits:

A New Criterion For Literacy

Education . has produced a vast population able to
read but unable to distinguish what is worth reading

social history
George Macau ley Trevelyan

Throughou_ history, conce n about reading and writing

has ebbed and flowed. In this country, particularly over the

last 30 years or so, the tide in , reading has 'been rising.

of seeming decline in SAT scares a growing awareness of adu

illiteracy

schemes are all symptoms of the persist ng interest in reading.
The current

explicit focus

outcries about phonics _d management by objective

emphasis in school instruction,

on the component skills of

however, has been awn

reading -ether than

reading itself.

According to data in the Reading Report Card, one might

imagine that American schools are doing an effective job of

teaching reading skills (NAEP, 1985). The decline in SAT seoe

has levelled of

learning to read. Progress is still needed in teaching the

intermediate and advanced level skills, but the picture is

generally positive:

ore minority children e pecially seem

Achievement test scores are rising.

Are test scores the only standard by which to evalua

efficacy of school reading progra ? Ought we not have some

concern about the kinds of reading Americans are doing? FrOm ou
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own research, it appears hat Trevelyan's observationabout

may well be true America

Test scoresarean undicator of how well students perform

some reading,skinstauabt in school. By no means, however:, are

test scores a sufficient predictor:ofwhether Student- a

read. Our res arcbove the la

tually

five years, in fact shows only

that thcse who caricead may. Many don't.

Why shouldn X reading programa be

the basis of their out-of7-school outcomes-

e aluated on

-he amount of real

reading students do,on!Ilo many books, magazines, newspapers,'

even comic books:, that -tiudents read in a year? Why shoUldn't

the "level of literay in. Aime ica today be

test C- e- -l3ut bythe,aumoun

measu ed not only by
,

readingthat Americans

this paper first e will review the traditional arguments

and the new re earchbes(e for why children should develop good

:book ,reading habits SecA3nd We will provide a summaxy of our

investigations o

Choel. 'We foemdgmLitive, replcable ,relationa:between the

amount of-out-of choolt;:

book..reading Children:do...outside-

k reading and test scores. Third

will point out br efly,s mwe of the,:social and educational '

implications of our flndLTlgs Finally,: we will:diicuss th&

,

importance of aCces5to ,b4DCks for developing children's reading

habits.

4
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1,11- Should Children Read Books?

Books are not men and yet they are alive,
They are man's memory and his aspiration,
The link between his present and his past,
The tools he builds with.

IllsE burned the books
Steven Vincent Benet

Books are the respository of all knowledge, the storehouse

f the wisdom of the ages. Books have been a unique and powerful
,

means of passing on the heritage of, world culture. When we read

books, we trarlscLnd la al boundaries of space and time and

-broaden our experience _f the world. Nat only do we open

ourselves to the ideas of others; we also have the possibility of

direct encounters with thegreat minds cf history. These are

the traditional arguments,:for teaching children to reath

-ore conte porary aspect of these arguments is the idea

that literacy is a tool. Reading opens, the door to vast arrays

of new information

power o make

Access:to more:information gives ,people the

are betterbetter decisions.

informed consumers

People who read well

and voters. They 1- more control over their

lives And the possibility making a greater numbe choices'.

Reading, thus is the necessary skill for full participation in

our society, the ticket to social mobility and success.

'New reasona for reading books have ,emerged from recent gains

An our understanding of the comprehension process and the nature

Of language and language learning'
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Perhaps the ost important of the

priorAcnowledge in reading compreheUvalon.

es ablished that prior knowledge is ont, !r;

influences on how well a reader comprehsdrs (4.0e4r Wilson &

Anderson, 1986, for example for a sum:ly t the xesear h in

this 'area). The research on the influeoee cf pt:lor knowledge

also provides

The more,that readersalreadyAcnow, the better they Will'

comprehend.

Several different kinds of prior knowledge are relCvant to

a justification for the cult041 heritage argumen

Amproved-comprehension: ,knowledge of content- knOwledge of fo7

and' struptura,-And knowledge'nfgenre conventione

of informational texts leads to a more extensive

More reading

background

::.general content knowledge. Student- who know more aretbetter

prepared to 'teed new material. This app1ies tp'literature,' as

learn that the basic content:oUbtorieS concert:A:characters:who
, ,

experience-a conflictor dilemmaand'then attempt'Yto resolve,it

Themore stories they -ead, the more students learn abouttheH

,form and structure of story plots. The more argumentativetexts

students read, the greater_their knowledge of techniques 0

rhetoric, of the form and structure

particUlar:genres leads topore specific expectations if,other

texta-of the samegenre. Studentswho read mysteries, for

argumentation. 'Reading

example, soon learn that the inform= tion about the crime is



p esented incompletelyi andout -f order,
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.

and that thei

totty to-infer and reconstruct the correct orde

Once readers have had several encounters

areai a type

longerJlave

the featu es

ith a content

f text structure, or a literary genre, they no

o expend as much attention or effort to comprehend

they have learned. They have for ed what cog itive

p ychologists call:a schema a mentalstructure representing

information that ha_ alreadybeen leatned. Oile'ofthe main

functions of a schema is to free up cognitive resources for other

tasks, such aL comprehending the new information in future texts .

Trade books offer opportunities for building richly

elaborated schemata that-ge considerably Jleyond those offered in

most schbol books. Bruce (1984) compared.trade books and adapted-

stories in basal readers on literary qualities. The basal

. stories had fewe s, less character conflict,

and less insight into the goals and motives of the characters.

Many scholars of reading believe that there is an added

consequence of the impoverished stories that are found in school

books: They are less interesting and more difficult to

understand. Students, as a result, learn less fromthem:about

real stories and are less likely to be interested in reeding

other stories voluntarily In other:lords, _tudents,Whose sole

exposure to reading iS thiugh -chool,books are not-likely to

develop much interest reading.
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addition to their basal readers, students today make

considerable use of content area textbooks. There are problems:_

-Tiith content area textbooks as well: Anderson & Armbruster (1984)

and Armbruster arid Gudbrandsen '(1986) have analyzed a number of

1)opuler content area texts and find thatoften they are no m ore

than lists of facts without thrust or directi n. Our:own

observation is tha.tthe expositorystructures taught in freshman

compOsition'andtechniCal writing coursesaroundthecountry7

analysis Ely 4ivision into ...parts analysis:by temporal sequence,

comparison and contrast, cause and effect problem and solution--

are singularly:'lacking in school textbooks and for no good

reason. Students'are more ,likely to encounter well written

exposition in trade books than in their school books so it is

:Vital that theyhave the chance to develop:their book reading

habits '-Only in this way will they learn about the_ usst salient

,charact

As we -noted above, there are linguistic reasons why, ch-ldren

ehould read.'booka.- Twoimportant a eas of influence are syntax

ancl.vocabnlary grpwth. There are matked differences between

spoken and written language In both syntax and-vocabulary.

Spoken language has different and most frequently, simpler

syntax. Less time is spent planning-spoken language; Connectives

and subordinatien, therefote are less elaborate. In addiiion,

speakers stop, start, and readjusr on the: basis of how their
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listene respond. They can repeat and rephrase based

immediate'and sometimes nonverbal feedback,-

ritten language, however, takes more tin to produe. It

More composed and precisely because of this its syntaixx can

be much more complex. Children who are read to from an ezarly age

then, are at an advantage when it comes to leaning to re'zad In

schoolbecause they

written texts.

are already familiar with the languaff-

Similarly, children outiviLve to'

gain more exposure to written language and, thus, find 'irm easier

to deal with ,the more advanced booksand textbooks- they iacounter

in their later years

-

school textbooks too easy, or (what _is worse) boring.

These children, In fact, ay find tfheir

One particular eature of written language of g

practical import foryoung

vocabulary ,between

arners is the difference

oral.:and written,language., Linguists

ihIS difference in terms __ the type7token ratio. Think

different word in

many types as there

word is a token.,

or utteranceas a typ. There a-

are unique words,, Each

n an oral languagejutteranc

urrenc tm of, a-

there ar.m

relatively fewer types and relatively ,more tokens than on

typically expect to find in a written text oftM same lextgth.

In other words, there are fewer different words, and they are

repeated more often'in'oral language. The dire t consequnce of

.this is that children who read more are much mm likely
t=-'0.
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encounter new an&different orris; they are therefom:e more likelyt

to learn more_new words and to nme larger vocabula les.

A recent synthesis of evidenceon vocabulary gm:.

Herman Anderson I985a) suggests that between grzELdes 3 and

-h (Nagy,

children learn about 3000 new words per Year. SOme

from the oral environment,and some from instruction:

they learn

In

definitions in school. Learningdireetly from defir=kitions,

though, is a notably inefficient method of gaining Arocabulary

To gain 3000 new words in.a year, students would haxpre to,memorize

about 15 definitions per day --anwmalatable and prcz.bably unwise'

method of building vocabulary. Nny, et al. tested the immediate

influence of reading connected text on vocabulary gE7-4zswth In

replicatioi, (Nagy Herman & Anderson,,1985b),

delayed,(after

examined the

ix days) influencenf reading on grow-wth in
.

knowledge of word meanings. Theyestimated, on

their two experiments

-basis

that learning fromwritten te=.,ta,may

:aecount for a thirclor more of thelmr4aacquired aaivally by

school age children. Their results suggest that gett ng children

to rea&more'should'he an effective means of promotLg vocabulary

growth regardless of grade

,-should be considered a

In' this aection, we have notedsome traditional and

contemporary arguments for the v,alue.of:, eading In addition we

ajor source of

Bookreading then,

vocabulary grc=wth.'

Alave summarized the ziew research 'evidence. leading. us to expect

that more book reading will contribute to growth in I.nowledge of
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structure genre syntax vocabulary and we argue;

eading ability.. The questions now, however., are

rm=eading do children do; is there a dxect relationship

amcmoUnt of reading and reading profid- Y; and how much

reading is optimal? These we will address inthe next se :ion,

jurin- Amthe Amount and Effects of Childrens Readim

How u e:..doth breed a habit, in a man.

The two gentlRmen of:Verona
r

'William Shakespeare

vAr7us research om children's readinghas suffered from

of time that students were allowedcrx: Both the amounts

,to indioatssm, and the Interval of time over w ich habits were

easuredre limited. The relationship of Onlount of time

eadingandit time spent on other activities toreading ach evement

was -eldom ,-studied. To overcome these problems, we allowed for

amounts of time precise to the minute, i

choices spm2=nning e ranges of time.

Lead of providing a few

addition, we measured

over long pm riods of tjme8 and 26 weeks--intead of I day,

2 day, or 3 week. intervals. Anclye related actIvity times

tnachievenuaent test,acoreSodahulary Siie, reading-speed, arld:.

-growth between'second'and'fifth grade.

We stu.e.gdied'two different samples of students: '53 students-

'from two fith-,..g es in A small ruraltmm filled out

daily aeti'171 ty :-,for. for Bweeks.,between earlyMarch and mid'Iday;'

, 105 studentmms from five fifth grade classes ioalarger Mid



w°stern city filled Out asimilar doj.y -tivi y,10011,f

_144teaks between mid Novembe and mid MaY. 1E?relialTimry ta "showed-

noz) differences between the two samples.

combined for all future analyses

The activity form the studea

two data Otrj were

cor'p1.ted w8cQflStrLCted on

a basis Of discussions with the tmciases i.the f1-rs7- t sample

altoout what they did out of school. We to-d rlieai lhatoge

dAc)ing a science project (a concept with, Atnach tbq cOuLd

14=lentify) about what kids do out ofechoo,AL, booe W be,I-tJieved

tat school could be made more interptin

wr=aat kids reallY like to do. The

o their suggestions after a trial
For the second sample, the fa

0 a

UP

a

FiLgure S 1, for a copy o: the form usedhy

fl=als activity form, time spent goingoL

otw--t to a place and hanging around with

dfstinctions between informal games, ro

s were,made more explicit.

Television

Insert Figu

watching, going

1 about

if kneW %'ET, e about

revi edoa the basis

zevera.1 daYs;

-.evisect 51ight-q See

hë sample- On

ded int() going

Aso,

4u6rient4e garae, and

ut tCri RH we

no-inally distributed Most of the activi

skewed This means that there

were

141:fie7en who

dieza -them a lot and many children who didn do r hem very. Ausuch.
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To adjust the activity time variables before analysis, all w

corrected with the transformation logarith (average mins. .5).

With this transformation most of the time, variables were

normalized satisfactorily. See Figure 2 for a comparison of

times children reported for selected activities.

------------- -----

Insert Figure 2 about here.

The evidence on amount of reading reveals a bleak picturo.

Book reading time was the most positively skewed of all the

activities; most children read very little. The mean book reading

time of approximately 10 minutes per day is deceiving. Only a

relatively avid reader, a child at the 70th percentile reads as

much as 10 minutes a day. The median 4.6 minutes per daY,

represents a much more typical amount of reading. Our samples,

e will indicate shortly, were somewhat about average in

ability and thus read a little more than average. The likely

significance of our data on book reading is that 507 of Ame ican

fifth graders probably read from books for 4.6 minutes per day or

less. About 107 of the children we surveyed never read from a

book during the entire interval of our survey.

The range of book reading times was quite considerable. It

was surprising enough to find that a child at the 70th percentile

reads more than twice as much as one at the 50th percentile. But

the 98th percentile reads almost 3 times as much a
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one at the-90th percentile, 65 minutes versus 21.2 minutes. If

the differences in television and dinner time were as great as

this, the 98th percentile child would be watching television 24

hours a day, and spending six of tho-e hours eating dinner.

An even more relevant comparison can--be made using the-

distributions of reading times and test with an absolute top

score of 100. Assume that children's test scores are distributed

similarly to book reading times. Then the following differences

would be true. If a child at the 98th percentile scored a true

98 on the test, a child at the 90th percentile would, by

extrapolation, score 33. The 70th percentile child w uld score.

17, the 50th percentile child would score 8, and 15% of the

'children would. score 0.

...The point we wish to make in comparing the two d stributions

this: If there were a perfect correlation.between-ability to

read and amount of reading reading time and reading achievement'.

would have -identical distributions. Children who could read well

would all_read a lot. -Unfortunately, reading,ability and reading

time' are not distributed identically. Many children get reading

. -scores which indicate that they are learning reading skills, but

not many are doing much reading. Although many can read- very

few do

When reading time and reading speed data are combined we

can compute directly the child's annual volume of expo ure

written language. The 10th percentile child will read fewer than

1 4
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10,000 book words, the 50th percentile child about 310,000 words,

and the 98th percentile child about 4,600,000 book words in a

year. These truly staggering differences in magnitudE are all

the more important because of the relationship between book

reading time and measures of reading proficiency.

Fifth grade reading ability was measured with tests of

comprehension (the metropolitan Comprehension sub-test),

vocabulary (a checklist test developed by Anderson & Freebody,

1983), and reading speed (our oj test). Grade 2 reading scores

were retrieved from school files in order to relate activity

times to changes in reading proficiency. The students we

somewhat above average in reading ability: The second grade

total reading mean was at about the 70th percentile, and the

fifth grade mean was at about the 63rd compared to national

norms.

To test the influence of activities on reading proficiency,

we did separate regression analyses for each of the dependent

variables. Book reading time emerged consistently as the bes

predictor of fifth grade comprehension, vocabulary size, reading

speed, and gains in comprehension between second and fifth grade.

Its influence was, of course, uniformly positive. the

measures of fifth grade status, its influencezanged from 8.8% of

the variance in.speed, to 10% of the variance in vocabulary-, to

15.67 ,of the variance in comprehension. There were _some positive_

effects..a ociated with time spent'eating .dInner and going out
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and negative effects associated with listening to music, doing

chores, and talking on the phone. We should also point out that

there was no significant negative influence of television

watching for up to about10 hours per week. None of the

significant effects that we did find-were either as consistent or

as strong as the positive effect of book reading.

The relationship between book reading time and second to

fifth grade test score gains needs some additional explanation.

Book reading time (i.e. the students' fifth grade book reading

habit) accounted for 3.4% of the total variance in reading

achievement gains. This may seem like a relatively small

influence. In this case it is necessary to understand how the

gain score analysis was done. First, we determined the influence

of second:grade reading on fifth grade reading. That amountedto. .

58.4% of the variance. So, of the 'original 100% -f-thevariance,

41.6% remained. Book reading time accOunted for 8.2% of thia'

remaining variance. We found, 'in addition, that magazine and

newspaper reading was positively related to .speed gains, and

.Comic,book reading waspositively related to vacahulary gains.

In total,:the'proportion of variance e*plained- by out-of-

school activities was sizable: 42% of the variance in

comprehension 39% in vocabulary, and 32% in speed. We did not

.. have data that would allow a direct comparison of the extent of

the influence in-and- t7of7school factors (we are now

engaged in new research focused on that issue) .1%/onetheless, thi
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size of the influence and the positive effect of book reading

time have clear and definite implications for how to achieve a

more literate America. We will speak of these implications in

the rest of the paper.

Social and Educational Implications

Failure to learn to read is the educational equivalent
of cancer.

Testimony before Congress.
Richard C. Anderson

The first important point to be made about our findings is

the extent to which,out-of-school activities contribute to

reading achievement. The influence we found is quite

....considerable.. Schools can .assu e only part, not all, of the

responsibility for the reading achievement and the literacy of

American children._ Literacy is not just an educational issue,

is a social issue. And test scores, which reflect limi_ed

aspects of the influence of schooling, cannot be relied upon as

the sole indicator of the literacy-of American children. Ou-

society..needs a.much clearer focus on data that can be more

readily interpreted than test scores: the amount of time

chidlren spend reading- and the numbers of- books they read.

The Reading Report Card-data cited earlie (NAEP, 1985

_reveals that many American students are still deficient in the

intermediate to advanced level reading !kills like making

generalizations,.analyzing and 4ntegratingiless_familiar

material, and extending or restructuring ideas specialized
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and complex texts. This is to be expected given the current

instructional emphasis on low level, or "basic" skills of

reading.

advanced

the very

We believe that

skills when they

best opportunity

students are more likely to acquire the

read mo e booksi Books afford students

to practice everYthing involved in the

act of reading.

With our two diverse samples of Students, book reading time

emerged as the best predictor of reading achievement. From these

results, we can predict that many childrents reading achievement

scores would go up if they spent more time reading books. In

particular, our analyses suggest that for the child who is not

reading at all, au average of as little as 10 minutes per day

reading books could lead to a gain in the range of 15 percentile

rankings on a standardized test of reading achievement. In fact,

all but the most avid readers would derive measurable academic

benefits from more book reading. This, we feel, is the

compelling reason why parents, schools, and our society at large

should adopt the goal of helping all students to develop life

long book reading habits. If America's children read more books,

America would be considerably more literate.

Becoming a Nation of ReadeEL The lt_egsly_L of the Commission

on Reading, contains a

support:

Prior ty should be given ;ojndependent reading.
houra*per week:of independentreading should:be
expected by thetime children are in the third or

-fourth grade. To do this,'-children,needready access

recommendation that'every American should
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to books and guidance in choosing appropriate and
interesting books. Reading should emphasize works that
represent the core of our cultural heritage. (p. 82)

How may this goal be accomplished? Th re are three general

factors we can identify: opportunities to read, motivation to

read, and access to books. Parents, schools and public and

private initiatives can all play a role. We give the following

examples as possibilities that all concerned citizens should be

aware of.

Here are some suggestions for parents. Help your children

spend more time reading. Buy them books, or take them to the

library. Talk with them about what they are reading and about

what you are reading. Let them see you reading; let them see

hat you value reading. This will affect their motivation to

read. Above all, make sure that your children have adequate

opportunities to read.

Opportunities to read are so_etimes hard to come by. Most

children lead busy lives. Reading is something that will have

to befitted in between going out, watching television, listening

doing chores, and the msuy other activities that

compete for

re d

hidlre time. A regular ti hen the child can

xpected to read, could make a big difference.

Extending the idea of the bedtime story might be one reasonable

alternative. The last half hour of the day, children can read in

their bedroom or turn out the light and go to sleep. Many

children, we think, will choose to read.

19
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Schools can help by setting an example and by providing

opportunities and motiv-tion. Principals can read aloud to the

whole school. Teachers can visit each others classes to do

story reading and thus make it a sPecial event. Teachers can

schedule time for their students to do sustained silent reading

and for children to talk with each other about books. We believe

that thia book sha-ing time is important because our interviews

with avid readers reveal that they valued having a supportive

community of readers with whom to share hook experiences.

School wide motivation programs--readathons to raise money

for library books, bookworms made of paper plates (one for each

book read), challenges between classescan be very successful.

A principal in Ohio, for example, challenged his school to make a

monkey:of him by reading 9,000 books; when they met the

challenge, he came to school dressed in a gorilla outfit.

American schools could use more of this ki d of positive spirit.

Another school in Illinois includes parents in their reading

motivation effort. The parents read with the children every

evening and sign a form verifying how much reading has been done.

For every 250 minutes they read, children can put a leaf on the

school Reading Tree in the gym. In the second year of this

program, it looks like the students will do more than twice as

uch reading as in the fi st year.

Private companies like Pizza Hut McDonalds, and the Great

America: Corporation and Charitiea like'th Multiple Sclerosis
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readathon, have sponsored reading motivation programs that

coordinate with local schools. We hope that they will continue

and that more companies and organizations will adopt such worthy

practices. At issue here is social responsibility: Schools

cannot do it all on their own. Children need encouragement to

read from all fronts, particularly in the areas of their lives

where they enjoy going, like fast food restaurants and amusement

parks. Given the amount of time children spend watching

television its role could be especially important. The Public

Broadcasting System's Sesame Street, the Electric Company, and

Reading Rainbows and the CBS-Library of Congress's collaboration

on Read Mare About It are good beginnings. Similar efforts from

other networks and individual stations would certainly be helpful

in encouraging children to read more.

There is a definite need for research on how television can

be a positive influence in the intellectual growth of American

children. More reading materials related to children's favorite

ems is one possibility. More varied vocabulary and more

s bstantial content In children's pr grams. surely would not be

rmful Reading role models and the interest and value of

reading .could beconsistent themes in children's programming.

Publicly .mindecladvertisers'should'.push for such changes.

For Avid readers like _ us, reading is, in many instancesi

own eward,because we have:the habit. Also, reading.playaan:

Important functional ro-e the conduct of our professional

21
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lives. We are fortunate to have a good reading habit to rely on.

However, when we told the children in our two samples that school

could be more interesting if it integrated more of what they

really like to do, we struck a responsive chord for many of them.

When children don't already have the reading habit -when the book

'bug _has mot yet bitten them-it is difficult for them to make

reading a functional part of their lives. Opportunities to read

-and motivation from -a variety of sources are necessary, but not

-ufficient, for building children's book reading habits. We

think that immediate access to books is the vital ingredient.

-This is what we will address in our final section.

The Importance of Access to Books

The book which you read from a sense of duty, or
because for any reason you must, does not commonly make
friends with you.

My literary passions
William Dean Howells

Reading Is Fundamental has done wonderful-work getting books

,into the 'hands of individual children. :But more'is,needed.

think that the presence.ofavatiety of-books-inschool

classrooms is absolutely crucial 'to reading ,development.'. Here

are our reasons.

'Many children do not have books at home. They are not

'familiar with'lloOks, abr dni.they.have the habits.of,handling,.

exam ning and choosing books. They visit the public library

seldom, if ever Perhaps they go to the school library every
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weeks with their class. Our observation of library visits is

that often it is the children who already can read who get the

books the librarian talked about. Children who are not

habituated to books don't know how to browse through several

books in order to find one that they might like. They may well

be-intimidated by the sheer number of books in the school

library, and they have little opportunity to acclimate because,

'typically, they are not allowed into the school library except

duringthe classroom library period.

The centralized control of books, infrequent classroom

Visits to the library, access to the books regulated by the

school schedule, and a.lack,of multiple copies of the books the

librarians talk about, little assistance in finding and choosing

books, and no one to talk with about books.are all factors that

inhibit theJessthanavid reader from getting involved irtbooks.

Children should have books close -athand. .They..should -have:

frequent opportunities to see, handle, And ezamine_the books, and

somewhat at their own discretion. They should be able' to talk

spontaneously with other childre- about..the books they:are'

reading'and to find books that they are truly,interested in

reading. The only way to accomplish this is to.have a collection

ofboOks in every classroom.

There are school systems fortunat: enough to be able"to buy

books for every classroom. Many school administrators, though,

,tay,twonder where the books'are going to come from Selections ot
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50 books from the school library can circulate through classrooms

on a rotating basis. This ensures a variety of books without

additional cost and has the added advantage of drawing the

students' attention each time a new selection arrives. When the

school library is inadequate, collaborations with public

libraries may be possible. We know, also, of a school in

Illinois without a library where a determined printipal and some

enthusiastic teachers, parents, and students managed to beg,

borrow, and strodnge several thousand books in a single year.

personally like the idea of the students themselves helping to

build the library collecti n. What better way to motivate their

interest in books!

How to run a classroom library requires some thought.

Morroves: (1985) research on classroom libraries is a good

starting point for workable procedures. She proposes setting off

corner of the classroom with provisions-for book displays and

quiet -oaks where students can escape the classroom hurly burly

to do some private reading. She also argues for incorporating

follow-up activities using art and drama, for example; to give

students the chance to express something of what they have gained

f ro reading. More research is needed in this area. The

cacy of the activities Morrow recommnds, for example, could

tested empirically. Our intuition that it Is a good practice,:

havethe children themselves involved in managing amd.
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maintaining the classroom library is another topic that ought to

be addressed.

Last year we began researching classroom libraries by

undertaking a book flood" proj A book flood is literally,

an inundation of books into a classroom. Elley and Manghubai

(1983) and Ingham (1981) have already reported some positive

ffects of book floods.. Five publishers of paperback books--

Avon, Bantam, Dell, Penguin, and Scholastic--donated books. We

placed libraries of about 250 books in 10 central Illinois

classrooms; the teachers gave us a commitment to provide 70

minutes per week of sustained silent reading time. We recruited

eight other classrooms as controls. For all classrooms, we did

pretest and posttest measures of reading profic ency and periodic

measures of am unt of in-school and out-of-school reading.

While the analysis of this project is still in pr gress

can mention some preliminary results . As expected, the library

classes did substantially more in-school book reading. The

presenceof the library was related also to gains in vocabulary

knowledge. It appears', too, that by the end of the year the

:library Class were doing more out-of-school book reading; they

were also doing more magazine and newspaper reading. We were

!.clelighted to see,this transfer effect. A go.mi school reading

development program must affect the reading habits as well:as

he reading achievement, of the children in it. Our preliminary

suits, thus, are entirely postve. Immediate access to hooks
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in school can help children to become more avid readers out of

school. We look forward to reporting more definitive findings

about the importance of immediate access to books.

Conclusion

Good habits galher by unseen degrees,--As brooks make
rivers, rivers run:to seas,

Ovid, MetambEg=E.--
John Dryden

No --easonable person could argde the value of learning to

read.. The point of this paper is that learning to r__d is not

just a matter of mastering a few simple skills, no

just a matter of passing a reading test_

literacy

Learning to read st

be viewed as the process of acquiring the reading habit.

Literacy must be viewed as the regular exercise of reading skills

through reading books. The time honored reaabna why children

should read books are -ow bolstered and supplemented by new

research evidence that bOok reading can make a unique and

powerful contribution to children's reading ability.

Our society, then, must provide all possible encouragement

And bpportunity for children to read books. Access to books is a

necessary condition for becoming a good reader. Reading itself

:is the key to literacy. Helping America's children to build

lifelongreading habits must now be regarded as a'true _ational

, priority.
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FRIDAY when I was not
in school I spent the number of
minutes I have indicated doing
each of the following activities.

1.

2.

3.

4.

mins, on a (practice/lesson) for

mins. going out to

mins. hanging around with my friends at

This is what we did:

mins. on chores.

Name
Date
Class

mins. reading mail from

6. mins. reading a newspaper (w/r) about

7. mins. working on my hobby called

8. mins. eating dinner. 9.

10... mins, reading a magazine called

:. 11.. . '. mins, listening to (records/tapes_ ) 12._

- 13. mins on the. phone. 14,

15. mins, reading.a book cal ed

ns. listening t- radio.

16. mins. doing my homework:

mins. watching TV.

ns. playing a game Called

mins. reading it;

thinking about it; mins. for writing or doing it

mins, reading comic books called

mins doing

rains.

19. I went to bed at p.m.

something we left ou

STUDENT ACTIVI
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